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INTRODUCTION

Your words, your tone, the way you present your ideas, 

how often you share updates—these things, large and 

small, can determine the success of your client 

relationships, and by extension, your practice.

Chances are, you spent a lot of time studying legal 

theory and case precedent in law school, but how 

much class time was devoted to communication? 

The hard truth is you can have the best legal expertise 

in your field, but without the ability to communicate 

effectively, you may not reach your full potential.

In this e-book, we’ll examine what effective 

attorney-client communication looks like today. First 

we’ll share fresh interview tactics for potential clients, 

explore the science behind first impressions and 

expectation-setting, and discuss the power of empathy 

and emotional intelligence for attorneys. Next we’ll look 

at the most common causes of client dissatisfaction 

and discuss how recent research into habit formation 

can help you establish better client communication 

processes and follow-through. Finally we’ll examine 

some of the most common client communication 

mistakes attorneys make and how to avoid them.

You’ll come away with practical tips and tactics to help 

you communicate with clients in ways that build trust, 

foster healthy relationships, and strengthen your 

professional reputation.

LET’S GET
STARTED!



Research has shown emotional intelligence is an 

indirect predictor of annual income10 and better

job performance.11

It turns out, learning to be more attuned to your own 

and others’ emotions doesn’t just make you a better 

communicator—it may literally pay off.

communication. In fact, legal training tends to prioritize 

logic, rhetoric, and persuasion—sometimes to the 

neglect of softer communication skills.

 If you think patient listening and empathetic 

interactions are a waste of time or just a way of 

humoring potential clients to win them over, think again. 

HOW TO MAKE A POSITIVE,
PROFESSIONAL FIRST IMPRESSION

In your initial client meeting, communication begins 

before you utter a word. Consider what your attire, body 

language, and the state of your office are 

communicating to new clients.

Psychologists say it takes just seven seconds on average 

to form a first impression. In your initial meeting with a 

potential client, you can bet they’ll take notice of your 

clothes, personal grooming, and the state of your office 

and desk. They’ll also read your body language, including 

your posture and whether your arms are crossed or your 

hands are fidgeting. All of this unconscious observing 

feeds into assumptions potential clients make about your 

lifestyle, skill level, and trustworthiness.

“To potential clients, each of us is selling who we are at 

least as much as we are selling what we do,” wrote Sarah 

E. Freeman for Law Practice Today.1 “The rapport we 

develop with potential clients may be the only reason 

they choose us over a different attorney.”

It may be stereotypical, but people tend to have a mental 

image of what a competent lawyer looks like, and it 

usually involves a suit and tidy personal grooming. In fact, 

one study found lawyers who dressed in formal 

professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 

than those who dressed more casually.2

Don’t stop at just your personal appearance. Make sure 

your office or conference room is neat, uncluttered, and 

conveys professionalism. Don’t squander your opportunity 

to make a stellar first impression. A tidy, professional 

presentation lets potential clients focus on your expertise 

and sets the stage for a productive conversation.

BOOST YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS TO 
UNCOVER INSIGHTS AND BUILD TRUST

You know the basic interview approach: discuss the 

client’s background and legal situation to determine 

whether you want to take their case and how best to 

advise them.

But consider how you might sharpen your 

interviewing skills to make initial meetings work 

harder for you. 

Adapt these interviewing tactics from the worlds of 

journalism and human resources to extract more 

substantive information from potential clients:

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS (AND 
BEWARE OF SHADY MOTIVATIONS)

Managing client expectations requires 

walking a fine line between instilling 

confidence in your abilities as an 

attorney and not over-promising 

on the case outcomes you can 

realistically deliver.

Further complicating the issue is 

the actual physiology of human 

satisfaction that results when a situation meets 

or exceeds our expectations. As David Rock, author of 

“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 

feelings we get when expectations are exceeded,” 

Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 

expectations aren’t met.

So how can you master the delicate 

art of optimally setting 

expectations from the get-go? 

It starts with a deep 

understanding of what 

clients want to achieve 

with their case and what 

they think is feasible. Use 

your initial meeting to have 

a frank discussion about 

expectations large and small, 

from fundamental case outcomes to 

timeline, process, frequency of 

communication, and budget.

 

Don’t assume that just because you’ve clearly laid out 

your expectations that the client has understood and 

accepted them—always check for understanding. Ask 

the client to recap their summary of expectations and 

next steps to confirm you’re on the same page. Then 

send a recap in writing after the meeting to reinforce 

what’s been discussed.

When it comes to financial outcomes, avoid naming 

specific dollar amounts in the initial meeting, as you’ll 

inevitably be judged against whether or not these goals 

are met. “No matter how many times you say ‘only if,’ 

‘assuming everything breaks our way,’ or ‘in the best 

case scenario,’ your client will remember the number 

and forget the caveats and contingencies,” wrote 

Marjorie Corman Aaron in her book "Client Science."7 

As David Baum explained in “Art of Advocacy Series: 

Preparation of the Case,” some clients harbor a need for 

vindication or revenge, or want to be able to say they’ve 

hired the “best” attorney in town.8 Be on the lookout for 

these motivations, as they’ll color the client’s 

assessment of success and you have little control over 

meeting these needs.

Many attorneys strive to understand their clients’ wants 

and deliver these and nothing more, wrote Allison 

Shields for Lawyerist.9 But this sells your services and 

clients’ interests short. Using your expertise to suggest 

other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHY AND
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Communicating with patience, attentiveness, and 

sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 

with clients. Unfortunately, attorneys sometimes lack 

the soft skills that facilitate this type of empathetic 

More often than not, potential clients come to you at a 

stressful time in their lives. Maybe they were involved in 

a crime or an accident, they’re going through a divorce, 

or the death of a family member has led to a dispute 

over financial assets.

In these tough situations, it’s crucial to quickly establish a 

baseline level of trust and respect with potential clients in 

the hope of either earning a client’s business or reaching 

a mutual, amicable decision that it’s not the right fit.

To help you establish this trust and respect in initial 

client meetings, let’s explore ways you can make a 

positive first impression, interview new clients 

effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.
NEW CLIENTS:
USING COMMUNICATION TO 
FORGE LASTING RELATIONSHIPS



Research has shown emotional intelligence is an 

indirect predictor of annual income10 and better

job performance.11

It turns out, learning to be more attuned to your own 

and others’ emotions doesn’t just make you a better 

communicator—it may literally pay off.

communication. In fact, legal training tends to prioritize 

logic, rhetoric, and persuasion—sometimes to the 

neglect of softer communication skills.

 If you think patient listening and empathetic 

interactions are a waste of time or just a way of 

humoring potential clients to win them over, think again. 

HOW TO MAKE A POSITIVE,
PROFESSIONAL FIRST IMPRESSION

In your initial client meeting, communication begins 

before you utter a word. Consider what your attire, body 

language, and the state of your office are 

communicating to new clients.

Psychologists say it takes just seven seconds on average 

to form a first impression. In your initial meeting with a 

potential client, you can bet they’ll take notice of your 

clothes, personal grooming, and the state of your office 

and desk. They’ll also read your body language, including 

your posture and whether your arms are crossed or your 

hands are fidgeting. All of this unconscious observing 

feeds into assumptions potential clients make about your 

lifestyle, skill level, and trustworthiness.

“To potential clients, each of us is selling who we are at 

least as much as we are selling what we do,” wrote Sarah 

E. Freeman for Law Practice Today.1 “The rapport we 

develop with potential clients may be the only reason 

they choose us over a different attorney.”

It may be stereotypical, but people tend to have a mental 

image of what a competent lawyer looks like, and it 

usually involves a suit and tidy personal grooming. In fact, 

one study found lawyers who dressed in formal 

professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 

than those who dressed more casually.2

Don’t stop at just your personal appearance. Make sure 

your office or conference room is neat, uncluttered, and 

conveys professionalism. Don’t squander your opportunity 

to make a stellar first impression. A tidy, professional 

presentation lets potential clients focus on your expertise 

and sets the stage for a productive conversation.
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BOOST YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS TO 
UNCOVER INSIGHTS AND BUILD TRUST

You know the basic interview approach: discuss the 

client’s background and legal situation to determine 

whether you want to take their case and how best to 

advise them.

But consider how you might sharpen your 

interviewing skills to make initial meetings work 

harder for you. 

Adapt these interviewing tactics from the worlds of 

journalism and human resources to extract more 

substantive information from potential clients:

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS (AND 
BEWARE OF SHADY MOTIVATIONS)

Managing client expectations requires 

walking a fine line between instilling 

confidence in your abilities as an 

attorney and not over-promising 

on the case outcomes you can 

realistically deliver.

Further complicating the issue is 

the actual physiology of human 

satisfaction that results when a situation meets 

or exceeds our expectations. As David Rock, author of 

“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 

feelings we get when expectations are exceeded,” 

Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 

expectations aren’t met.

So how can you master the delicate 

art of optimally setting 

expectations from the get-go? 

It starts with a deep 

understanding of what 

clients want to achieve 

with their case and what 

they think is feasible. Use 

your initial meeting to have 

a frank discussion about 

expectations large and small, 

from fundamental case outcomes to 

timeline, process, frequency of 

communication, and budget.

 

Don’t assume that just because you’ve clearly laid out 

your expectations that the client has understood and 

accepted them—always check for understanding. Ask 

the client to recap their summary of expectations and 

next steps to confirm you’re on the same page. Then 

send a recap in writing after the meeting to reinforce 

what’s been discussed.

When it comes to financial outcomes, avoid naming 

specific dollar amounts in the initial meeting, as you’ll 

inevitably be judged against whether or not these goals 

are met. “No matter how many times you say ‘only if,’ 

‘assuming everything breaks our way,’ or ‘in the best 

case scenario,’ your client will remember the number 

and forget the caveats and contingencies,” wrote 

Marjorie Corman Aaron in her book "Client Science."7 

As David Baum explained in “Art of Advocacy Series: 

Preparation of the Case,” some clients harbor a need for 

vindication or revenge, or want to be able to say they’ve 

hired the “best” attorney in town.8 Be on the lookout for 

these motivations, as they’ll color the client’s 

assessment of success and you have little control over 

meeting these needs.

Many attorneys strive to understand their clients’ wants 

and deliver these and nothing more, wrote Allison 

Shields for Lawyerist.9 But this sells your services and 

clients’ interests short. Using your expertise to suggest 

other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHY AND
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Communicating with patience, attentiveness, and 

sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 

with clients. Unfortunately, attorneys sometimes lack 

the soft skills that facilitate this type of empathetic 

More often than not, potential clients come to you at a 

stressful time in their lives. Maybe they were involved in 

a crime or an accident, they’re going through a divorce, 

or the death of a family member has led to a dispute 

over financial assets.

In these tough situations, it’s crucial to quickly establish a 

baseline level of trust and respect with potential clients in 

the hope of either earning a client’s business or reaching 

a mutual, amicable decision that it’s not the right fit.

To help you establish this trust and respect in initial 

client meetings, let’s explore ways you can make a 

positive first impression, interview new clients 

effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.



Research has shown emotional intelligence is an 

indirect predictor of annual income10 and better

job performance.11

It turns out, learning to be more attuned to your own 

and others’ emotions doesn’t just make you a better 

communicator—it may literally pay off.

communication. In fact, legal training tends to prioritize 

logic, rhetoric, and persuasion—sometimes to the 

neglect of softer communication skills.

 If you think patient listening and empathetic 

interactions are a waste of time or just a way of 

humoring potential clients to win them over, think again. 

HOW TO MAKE A POSITIVE,
PROFESSIONAL FIRST IMPRESSION

In your initial client meeting, communication begins 

before you utter a word. Consider what your attire, body 

language, and the state of your office are 

communicating to new clients.

Psychologists say it takes just seven seconds on average 

to form a first impression. In your initial meeting with a 

potential client, you can bet they’ll take notice of your 

clothes, personal grooming, and the state of your office 

and desk. They’ll also read your body language, including 

your posture and whether your arms are crossed or your 

hands are fidgeting. All of this unconscious observing 

feeds into assumptions potential clients make about your 

lifestyle, skill level, and trustworthiness.

“To potential clients, each of us is selling who we are at 

least as much as we are selling what we do,” wrote Sarah 

E. Freeman for Law Practice Today.1 “The rapport we 

develop with potential clients may be the only reason 

they choose us over a different attorney.”

It may be stereotypical, but people tend to have a mental 

image of what a competent lawyer looks like, and it 

usually involves a suit and tidy personal grooming. In fact, 

one study found lawyers who dressed in formal 

professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 

than those who dressed more casually.2

Don’t stop at just your personal appearance. Make sure 

your office or conference room is neat, uncluttered, and 

conveys professionalism. Don’t squander your opportunity 

to make a stellar first impression. A tidy, professional 

presentation lets potential clients focus on your expertise 

and sets the stage for a productive conversation.
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BOOST YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS TO 
UNCOVER INSIGHTS AND BUILD TRUST

You know the basic interview approach: discuss the 

client’s background and legal situation to determine 

whether you want to take their case and how best to 

advise them.

But consider how you might sharpen your 

interviewing skills to make initial meetings work 

harder for you. 

Adapt these interviewing tactics from the worlds of 

journalism and human resources to extract more 

substantive information from potential clients:

The rapport we develop with 
potential clients may be the only 
reason they choose us over a 
different attorney.
SARAH E. FREEMAN, LAW PRACTICE TODAY

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS (AND 
BEWARE OF SHADY MOTIVATIONS)

Managing client expectations requires 

walking a fine line between instilling 

confidence in your abilities as an 

attorney and not over-promising 

on the case outcomes you can 

realistically deliver.

Further complicating the issue is 

the actual physiology of human 

satisfaction that results when a situation meets 

or exceeds our expectations. As David Rock, author of 

“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 

feelings we get when expectations are exceeded,” 

Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 

expectations aren’t met.

So how can you master the delicate 

art of optimally setting 

expectations from the get-go? 

It starts with a deep 

understanding of what 

clients want to achieve 

with their case and what 

they think is feasible. Use 

your initial meeting to have 

a frank discussion about 

expectations large and small, 

from fundamental case outcomes to 

timeline, process, frequency of 

communication, and budget.

 

Don’t assume that just because you’ve clearly laid out 

your expectations that the client has understood and 

accepted them—always check for understanding. Ask 

the client to recap their summary of expectations and 

next steps to confirm you’re on the same page. Then 

send a recap in writing after the meeting to reinforce 

what’s been discussed.

When it comes to financial outcomes, avoid naming 

specific dollar amounts in the initial meeting, as you’ll 

inevitably be judged against whether or not these goals 

are met. “No matter how many times you say ‘only if,’ 

‘assuming everything breaks our way,’ or ‘in the best 

case scenario,’ your client will remember the number 

and forget the caveats and contingencies,” wrote 

Marjorie Corman Aaron in her book "Client Science."7 

As David Baum explained in “Art of Advocacy Series: 

Preparation of the Case,” some clients harbor a need for 

vindication or revenge, or want to be able to say they’ve 

hired the “best” attorney in town.8 Be on the lookout for 

these motivations, as they’ll color the client’s 

assessment of success and you have little control over 

meeting these needs.

Many attorneys strive to understand their clients’ wants 

and deliver these and nothing more, wrote Allison 

Shields for Lawyerist.9 But this sells your services and 

clients’ interests short. Using your expertise to suggest 

other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHY AND
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Communicating with patience, attentiveness, and 

sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 

with clients. Unfortunately, attorneys sometimes lack 

the soft skills that facilitate this type of empathetic 

More often than not, potential clients come to you at a 

stressful time in their lives. Maybe they were involved in 

a crime or an accident, they’re going through a divorce, 

or the death of a family member has led to a dispute 

over financial assets.

In these tough situations, it’s crucial to quickly establish a 

baseline level of trust and respect with potential clients in 

the hope of either earning a client’s business or reaching 

a mutual, amicable decision that it’s not the right fit.

To help you establish this trust and respect in initial 

client meetings, let’s explore ways you can make a 

positive first impression, interview new clients 

effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.



PROBE DEEPER WITH BEHAVIORAL AND SITUATIONAL QUESTIONS
Ask how your potential client has handled certain situations in the past or how they would approach hypothetical situations in the future. 

Encourage storytelling rather than rote responses. “Asking ‘what else occurred’ may not elicit the same response as inquiring ‘what was the 

very next thing that happened,’” wrote Mark and Barbara Schoenfield in the Akron Law Review. “The former question requires a judgment as 

to what else was important. The latter does not.”4

BALANCE OPEN AND CLOSED QUESTIONING TACTICS
As Amy Dimond explained in The Student Lawyer, after introductions are made and you’ve gathered basic information about the client, move 

into open-ended questions to draw out key information about the legal situation that brought them to you.3 Employ closed questions—those 

with limited, finite answers—to clarify important details before offering your advice and discussing possible next steps.

Research has shown emotional intelligence is an 

indirect predictor of annual income10 and better

job performance.11

It turns out, learning to be more attuned to your own 

and others’ emotions doesn’t just make you a better 

communicator—it may literally pay off.

communication. In fact, legal training tends to prioritize 

logic, rhetoric, and persuasion—sometimes to the 

neglect of softer communication skills.

 If you think patient listening and empathetic 

interactions are a waste of time or just a way of 

humoring potential clients to win them over, think again. 

If you do want to take a client’s case, a primary goal of your 

interview is to quickly build trust. Psychological research 

points to several key tactics that can help you establish 

trust with new clients:5

HOW TO MAKE A POSITIVE,
PROFESSIONAL FIRST IMPRESSION

In your initial client meeting, communication begins 

before you utter a word. Consider what your attire, body 

language, and the state of your office are 

communicating to new clients.

Psychologists say it takes just seven seconds on average 

to form a first impression. In your initial meeting with a 

potential client, you can bet they’ll take notice of your 

clothes, personal grooming, and the state of your office 

and desk. They’ll also read your body language, including 

your posture and whether your arms are crossed or your 

hands are fidgeting. All of this unconscious observing 

feeds into assumptions potential clients make about your 

lifestyle, skill level, and trustworthiness.

“To potential clients, each of us is selling who we are at 

least as much as we are selling what we do,” wrote Sarah 

E. Freeman for Law Practice Today.1 “The rapport we 

develop with potential clients may be the only reason 

they choose us over a different attorney.”

It may be stereotypical, but people tend to have a mental 

image of what a competent lawyer looks like, and it 

usually involves a suit and tidy personal grooming. In fact, 

one study found lawyers who dressed in formal 

professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 

than those who dressed more casually.2

Don’t stop at just your personal appearance. Make sure 

your office or conference room is neat, uncluttered, and 

conveys professionalism. Don’t squander your opportunity 

to make a stellar first impression. A tidy, professional 

presentation lets potential clients focus on your expertise 

and sets the stage for a productive conversation.

One of your primary interview goals is to determine 

whether you should take the case. With the right 

questions, you can tease out important details that tip 

you off that a prospect isn’t a great fit for your practice.

This could be because the scope of work for their case 

doesn’t fit with your availability, you uncovered a 
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BOOST YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS TO 
UNCOVER INSIGHTS AND BUILD TRUST

You know the basic interview approach: discuss the 

client’s background and legal situation to determine 

whether you want to take their case and how best to 

advise them.

But consider how you might sharpen your 

interviewing skills to make initial meetings work 

harder for you. 

Adapt these interviewing tactics from the worlds of 

journalism and human resources to extract more 

substantive information from potential clients:

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS (AND 
BEWARE OF SHADY MOTIVATIONS)

Managing client expectations requires 

walking a fine line between instilling 

confidence in your abilities as an 

attorney and not over-promising 

on the case outcomes you can 

realistically deliver.

Further complicating the issue is 

the actual physiology of human 

satisfaction that results when a situation meets 

or exceeds our expectations. As David Rock, author of 

“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 

feelings we get when expectations are exceeded,” 

Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 

expectations aren’t met.

So how can you master the delicate 

art of optimally setting 

expectations from the get-go? 

It starts with a deep 

understanding of what 

clients want to achieve 

with their case and what 

they think is feasible. Use 

your initial meeting to have 

a frank discussion about 

expectations large and small, 

from fundamental case outcomes to 

timeline, process, frequency of 

communication, and budget.

 

Don’t assume that just because you’ve clearly laid out 

your expectations that the client has understood and 

accepted them—always check for understanding. Ask 

the client to recap their summary of expectations and 

next steps to confirm you’re on the same page. Then 

send a recap in writing after the meeting to reinforce 

what’s been discussed.

When it comes to financial outcomes, avoid naming 

specific dollar amounts in the initial meeting, as you’ll 

inevitably be judged against whether or not these goals 

are met. “No matter how many times you say ‘only if,’ 

‘assuming everything breaks our way,’ or ‘in the best 

case scenario,’ your client will remember the number 

and forget the caveats and contingencies,” wrote 

Marjorie Corman Aaron in her book "Client Science."7 

As David Baum explained in “Art of Advocacy Series: 

Preparation of the Case,” some clients harbor a need for 

vindication or revenge, or want to be able to say they’ve 

hired the “best” attorney in town.8 Be on the lookout for 

these motivations, as they’ll color the client’s 

assessment of success and you have little control over 

meeting these needs.

Many attorneys strive to understand their clients’ wants 

and deliver these and nothing more, wrote Allison 

Shields for Lawyerist.9 But this sells your services and 

clients’ interests short. Using your expertise to suggest 

other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHY AND
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Communicating with patience, attentiveness, and 

sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 

with clients. Unfortunately, attorneys sometimes lack 

the soft skills that facilitate this type of empathetic 

conflict of interest, or the client needs an attorney with 

different expertise. There may be red flags in their story 

that reveal an essentially unwinnable case or wholly 

unrealistic expectations. With finely honed interview 

skills, you can surface these details faster and more 

reliably, so that you end up working with more clients 

who are ideal for your expertise and your practice.

GET COMFORTABLE WITH SOME SILENCE
You might have an inclination to fill the silence with pointed questioning, but sometimes it’s best to sit back and let the client share their 

story. You may end up with more nuance and valuable detail than if you peppered your subject with direct questions.

PUT YOUR QUESTIONS ON PAPER
If you have a habit of going with the flow and letting interviews unfold how they will, you might benefit from more structure. Keep a list of 

interview questions on hand to guide the conversation and make sure you’re checking all the important boxes as you gather case details.

By approaching client interviews strategically, you can 

gain the information you need to successfully represent 

your clients’ interests, put new clients at ease, and 

prepare for a healthy partnership.

More often than not, potential clients come to you at a 

stressful time in their lives. Maybe they were involved in 

a crime or an accident, they’re going through a divorce, 

or the death of a family member has led to a dispute 

over financial assets.

In these tough situations, it’s crucial to quickly establish a 

baseline level of trust and respect with potential clients in 

the hope of either earning a client’s business or reaching 

a mutual, amicable decision that it’s not the right fit.

To help you establish this trust and respect in initial 

client meetings, let’s explore ways you can make a 

positive first impression, interview new clients 

effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.



Research has shown emotional intelligence is an 

indirect predictor of annual income10 and better

job performance.11

It turns out, learning to be more attuned to your own 

and others’ emotions doesn’t just make you a better 

communicator—it may literally pay off.

communication. In fact, legal training tends to prioritize 

logic, rhetoric, and persuasion—sometimes to the 

neglect of softer communication skills.

 If you think patient listening and empathetic 

interactions are a waste of time or just a way of 

humoring potential clients to win them over, think again. 

If you do want to take a client’s case, a primary goal of your 

interview is to quickly build trust. Psychological research 

points to several key tactics that can help you establish 

trust with new clients:5

HOW TO MAKE A POSITIVE,
PROFESSIONAL FIRST IMPRESSION

In your initial client meeting, communication begins 

before you utter a word. Consider what your attire, body 

language, and the state of your office are 

communicating to new clients.

Psychologists say it takes just seven seconds on average 

to form a first impression. In your initial meeting with a 

potential client, you can bet they’ll take notice of your 

clothes, personal grooming, and the state of your office 

and desk. They’ll also read your body language, including 

your posture and whether your arms are crossed or your 

hands are fidgeting. All of this unconscious observing 

feeds into assumptions potential clients make about your 

lifestyle, skill level, and trustworthiness.

“To potential clients, each of us is selling who we are at 

least as much as we are selling what we do,” wrote Sarah 

E. Freeman for Law Practice Today.1 “The rapport we 

develop with potential clients may be the only reason 

they choose us over a different attorney.”

It may be stereotypical, but people tend to have a mental 

image of what a competent lawyer looks like, and it 

usually involves a suit and tidy personal grooming. In fact, 

one study found lawyers who dressed in formal 

professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 

than those who dressed more casually.2

Don’t stop at just your personal appearance. Make sure 

your office or conference room is neat, uncluttered, and 

conveys professionalism. Don’t squander your opportunity 

to make a stellar first impression. A tidy, professional 

presentation lets potential clients focus on your expertise 

and sets the stage for a productive conversation.

One of your primary interview goals is to determine 

whether you should take the case. With the right 

questions, you can tease out important details that tip 

you off that a prospect isn’t a great fit for your practice.

This could be because the scope of work for their case 

doesn’t fit with your availability, you uncovered a 

Attorney Guidebook: Strengthen Your Client Communication Skills

BOOST YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS TO 
UNCOVER INSIGHTS AND BUILD TRUST

You know the basic interview approach: discuss the 

client’s background and legal situation to determine 

whether you want to take their case and how best to 

advise them.

But consider how you might sharpen your 

interviewing skills to make initial meetings work 

harder for you. 

Adapt these interviewing tactics from the worlds of 

journalism and human resources to extract more 

substantive information from potential clients:

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS (AND 
BEWARE OF SHADY MOTIVATIONS)

Managing client expectations requires 

walking a fine line between instilling 

confidence in your abilities as an 

attorney and not over-promising 

on the case outcomes you can 

realistically deliver.

Further complicating the issue is 

the actual physiology of human 

satisfaction that results when a situation meets 

or exceeds our expectations. As David Rock, author of 

“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 

feelings we get when expectations are exceeded,” 

Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 

expectations aren’t met.

So how can you master the delicate 

art of optimally setting 

expectations from the get-go? 

It starts with a deep 

understanding of what 

clients want to achieve 

with their case and what 

they think is feasible. Use 

your initial meeting to have 

a frank discussion about 

expectations large and small, 

from fundamental case outcomes to 

timeline, process, frequency of 

communication, and budget.

 

Don’t assume that just because you’ve clearly laid out 

your expectations that the client has understood and 

accepted them—always check for understanding. Ask 

the client to recap their summary of expectations and 

next steps to confirm you’re on the same page. Then 

send a recap in writing after the meeting to reinforce 

what’s been discussed.

When it comes to financial outcomes, avoid naming 

specific dollar amounts in the initial meeting, as you’ll 

inevitably be judged against whether or not these goals 

are met. “No matter how many times you say ‘only if,’ 

‘assuming everything breaks our way,’ or ‘in the best 

case scenario,’ your client will remember the number 

and forget the caveats and contingencies,” wrote 

Marjorie Corman Aaron in her book "Client Science."7 

As David Baum explained in “Art of Advocacy Series: 

Preparation of the Case,” some clients harbor a need for 

vindication or revenge, or want to be able to say they’ve 

hired the “best” attorney in town.8 Be on the lookout for 

these motivations, as they’ll color the client’s 

assessment of success and you have little control over 

meeting these needs.

Many attorneys strive to understand their clients’ wants 

and deliver these and nothing more, wrote Allison 

Shields for Lawyerist.9 But this sells your services and 

clients’ interests short. Using your expertise to suggest 

other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHY AND
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Communicating with patience, attentiveness, and 

sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 

with clients. Unfortunately, attorneys sometimes lack 

the soft skills that facilitate this type of empathetic 

conflict of interest, or the client needs an attorney with 

different expertise. There may be red flags in their story 

that reveal an essentially unwinnable case or wholly 

unrealistic expectations. With finely honed interview 

skills, you can surface these details faster and more 

reliably, so that you end up working with more clients 

who are ideal for your expertise and your practice.

WITH THE RIGHT QUESTIONS, 
YOU CAN TEASE OUT IMPORTANT 
DETAILS THAT TIP YOU OFF THAT 
A PROSPECT ISN’T A GREAT FIT 

FOR YOUR PRACTICE.

By approaching client interviews strategically, you can 

gain the information you need to successfully represent 

your clients’ interests, put new clients at ease, and 

prepare for a healthy partnership.
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More often than not, potential clients come to you at a 

stressful time in their lives. Maybe they were involved in 

a crime or an accident, they’re going through a divorce, 

or the death of a family member has led to a dispute 

over financial assets.

In these tough situations, it’s crucial to quickly establish a 

baseline level of trust and respect with potential clients in 

the hope of either earning a client’s business or reaching 

a mutual, amicable decision that it’s not the right fit.

To help you establish this trust and respect in initial 

client meetings, let’s explore ways you can make a 

positive first impression, interview new clients 

effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.
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be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.
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gain the information you need to successfully represent 

your clients’ interests, put new clients at ease, and 

prepare for a healthy partnership.
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professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 
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“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 
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Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 
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other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.
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sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 
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other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 
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be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.
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effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.



Research has shown emotional intelligence is an 

indirect predictor of annual income10 and better

job performance.11

It turns out, learning to be more attuned to your own 

and others’ emotions doesn’t just make you a better 

communicator—it may literally pay off.

communication. In fact, legal training tends to prioritize 

logic, rhetoric, and persuasion—sometimes to the 

neglect of softer communication skills.

 If you think patient listening and empathetic 

interactions are a waste of time or just a way of 

humoring potential clients to win them over, think again. 

If you do want to take a client’s case, a primary goal of your 

interview is to quickly build trust. Psychological research 

points to several key tactics that can help you establish 

trust with new clients:5

HOW TO MAKE A POSITIVE,
PROFESSIONAL FIRST IMPRESSION

In your initial client meeting, communication begins 

before you utter a word. Consider what your attire, body 

language, and the state of your office are 

communicating to new clients.

Psychologists say it takes just seven seconds on average 

to form a first impression. In your initial meeting with a 

potential client, you can bet they’ll take notice of your 

clothes, personal grooming, and the state of your office 

and desk. They’ll also read your body language, including 

your posture and whether your arms are crossed or your 

hands are fidgeting. All of this unconscious observing 

feeds into assumptions potential clients make about your 

lifestyle, skill level, and trustworthiness.

“To potential clients, each of us is selling who we are at 

least as much as we are selling what we do,” wrote Sarah 

E. Freeman for Law Practice Today.1 “The rapport we 

develop with potential clients may be the only reason 

they choose us over a different attorney.”

It may be stereotypical, but people tend to have a mental 

image of what a competent lawyer looks like, and it 

usually involves a suit and tidy personal grooming. In fact, 

one study found lawyers who dressed in formal 

professional attire were judged more suitable for and 

more capable in their profession, and easier to talk to 

than those who dressed more casually.2

Don’t stop at just your personal appearance. Make sure 

your office or conference room is neat, uncluttered, and 

conveys professionalism. Don’t squander your opportunity 

to make a stellar first impression. A tidy, professional 

presentation lets potential clients focus on your expertise 

and sets the stage for a productive conversation.

One of your primary interview goals is to determine 

whether you should take the case. With the right 

questions, you can tease out important details that tip 

you off that a prospect isn’t a great fit for your practice.

This could be because the scope of work for their case 

doesn’t fit with your availability, you uncovered a 

BOOST YOUR INTERVIEW SKILLS TO 
UNCOVER INSIGHTS AND BUILD TRUST

You know the basic interview approach: discuss the 

client’s background and legal situation to determine 

whether you want to take their case and how best to 

advise them.

But consider how you might sharpen your 

interviewing skills to make initial meetings work 

harder for you. 

Adapt these interviewing tactics from the worlds of 

journalism and human resources to extract more 

substantive information from potential clients:

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS (AND 
BEWARE OF SHADY MOTIVATIONS)

Managing client expectations requires 

walking a fine line between instilling 

confidence in your abilities as an 

attorney and not over-promising 

on the case outcomes you can 

realistically deliver.

Further complicating the issue is 

the actual physiology of human 

satisfaction that results when a situation meets 

or exceeds our expectations. As David Rock, author of 

“Your Brain at Work,” explained to the New York Times' 

Alina Tugend, the neurotransmitter dopamine is released 

when things go as expected, making us feel good.6

“The downside is that when our expectations are not met 

[...] our negative feelings are much stronger than the good 

feelings we get when expectations are exceeded,” 

Tugend wrote. This means your clients will be pleased if 

things go as expected or better, but they have the 

potential to be disproportionately disgruntled when their 

expectations aren’t met.

So how can you master the delicate 

art of optimally setting 

expectations from the get-go? 

It starts with a deep 

understanding of what 

clients want to achieve 

with their case and what 

they think is feasible. Use 

your initial meeting to have 

a frank discussion about 

expectations large and small, 

from fundamental case outcomes to 

timeline, process, frequency of 

communication, and budget.

 

Don’t assume that just because you’ve clearly laid out 

your expectations that the client has understood and 

accepted them—always check for understanding. Ask 

the client to recap their summary of expectations and 

next steps to confirm you’re on the same page. Then 

send a recap in writing after the meeting to reinforce 

what’s been discussed.

When it comes to financial outcomes, avoid naming 

specific dollar amounts in the initial meeting, as you’ll 

inevitably be judged against whether or not these goals 

are met. “No matter how many times you say ‘only if,’ 

‘assuming everything breaks our way,’ or ‘in the best 

case scenario,’ your client will remember the number 

and forget the caveats and contingencies,” wrote 

Marjorie Corman Aaron in her book "Client Science."7 

As David Baum explained in “Art of Advocacy Series: 

Preparation of the Case,” some clients harbor a need for 

vindication or revenge, or want to be able to say they’ve 

hired the “best” attorney in town.8 Be on the lookout for 

these motivations, as they’ll color the client’s 

assessment of success and you have little control over 

meeting these needs.

Many attorneys strive to understand their clients’ wants 

and deliver these and nothing more, wrote Allison 

Shields for Lawyerist.9 But this sells your services and 

clients’ interests short. Using your expertise to suggest 

other ways to succeed and alternative ways of thinking 

about the case serves your clients well. “Creativity and 

innovation in the approach to a client’s problems may 

be the best value a firm delivers,” Shields said.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPATHY AND
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Communicating with patience, attentiveness, and 

sensitivity can help you establish a powerful rapport 

with clients. Unfortunately, attorneys sometimes lack 

the soft skills that facilitate this type of empathetic 
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conflict of interest, or the client needs an attorney with 

different expertise. There may be red flags in their story 

that reveal an essentially unwinnable case or wholly 

unrealistic expectations. With finely honed interview 

skills, you can surface these details faster and more 

reliably, so that you end up working with more clients 

who are ideal for your expertise and your practice.

By approaching client interviews strategically, you can 

gain the information you need to successfully represent 

your clients’ interests, put new clients at ease, and 

prepare for a healthy partnership.
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EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE DOMAINS

MOTIVATE
YOURSELF

KNOW YOUR
EMOTIONS

MANAGE YOUR
EMOTIONS

RECOGNIZE AND
KNOW OTHERS’

EMOTIONS

MANAGE THE
EMOTIONS
OF OTHERS

More often than not, potential clients come to you at a 

stressful time in their lives. Maybe they were involved in 

a crime or an accident, they’re going through a divorce, 

or the death of a family member has led to a dispute 

over financial assets.

In these tough situations, it’s crucial to quickly establish a 

baseline level of trust and respect with potential clients in 

the hope of either earning a client’s business or reaching 

a mutual, amicable decision that it’s not the right fit.

To help you establish this trust and respect in initial 

client meetings, let’s explore ways you can make a 

positive first impression, interview new clients 

effectively, set appropriate expectations, and forge a 

personal connection.



rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

goal-setting, and an empathetic ear. Your early 

communication efforts will help cases progress smoothly 

and plant seeds for strong long-term relationships.

The beginning of a new client relationship is a crucial 

time. Make the most of new opportunities with a 

professional appearance, skillful interviewing, strategic 

Here are five ways to improve your emotional intelligence, inspired by these tips from Fast Company:13

BUILD
SELF-AWARENESS

Learn to recognize your strengths, 

weaknesses, and shortcomings 

so you can better understand 

how to improve your behavior and 

interactions with clients.

FOSTER A SENSE
OF APPRECIATION

How often do you stop to 

appreciate the ways your clients 

teach you and enrich your career 

and life? Consider making 

gratitude part of your daily 

practice as a reminder of the big 

picture, beyond yourself.

LEARN TO MANAGE YOUR
(AND OTHERS’) EMOTIONS

Work on becoming more attuned 

to what’s not being said by 

watching clients’ body language 

and facial expressions. Practice 

tactics for defusing your own and 

your clients’ anger and stress.

DEVELOP YOUR
LISTENING SKILLS

Do you tune clients out after 

you’ve gotten the information you 

need, or listen simply with the 

intent to respond? Practice active, 

patient listening with the goal of 

connecting, not just reacting.

SHOW GENUINE
INTEREST IN CLIENTS

Gathering case information is 

crucial, but take time to also find 

out what matters most to the 

people you work with. Ask new 

clients about their families, 

interests, hobbies, hopes, and 

dreams to dig deeper and make 

authentic connections.
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Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 



rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

DURING THE CASE:
USING COMMUNICATION TO 
EXCEED CLIENT EXPECTATIONS

Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 



rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

DURING THE CASE: USING COMMUNICATION 
TO EXCEED CLIENT EXPECTATIONS
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Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 
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rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14
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Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 

THE MOST FREQUENT PROBLEMS 
WERE FAILURE TO LISTEN TO THE 
CLIENT, FAILURE TO ASK 
APPROPRIATE QUESTIONS, AND 
FAILURE TO EXPLAIN RELEVANT 
ASPECTS OF THE MATTER.
CLARK CUNNINGHAM



rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 
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respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 

YOU CAN’T
GO WRONG 

WITH HIGHLY
DETAILED BILLS



rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 
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HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 

UNCERTAINTY BREEDS ANXIETY, 
AND IN ATTORNEY-CLIENT 
RELATIONSHIPS, TRUST IS KEY.
DIANA STEPLETON, ATTORNEY AT WORK



DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

CUE

REWARD ROUTINE

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.
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If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23

Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.



DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

COMMON MISTAKES
IN COMMUNICATION AND 
HOW TO AVOID THEM

Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23

Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.



DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

rewarding yourself with something you enjoy each time 

you complete the new routine. Ultimately, you’ll start to 

crave the payoff of carrying out your new routine, and it 

will become habitual. You may not even need the reward 

anymore once the behavior has taken hold.

By maintaining high communication standards and 

establishing habits that help you follow through on your 

promises, you can serve your clients well and develop 

stronger client relationships throughout your career.

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

When you think about what clients want from a law firm, 

your mind might jump to satisfactory case outcomes and 

affordable rates. Although these things are important, it 

turns out one of clients’ most common pleas to their 

attorneys is for more frequent, thorough communication. 

As Clark Cunningham summarized in “What Do Clients 

Want from Their Lawyers,” a 2006 survey found that 

when asked their top cause of dissatisfaction with their 

counsel, more than half of respondents reported 

poor communication.14

COMMON MISTAKES IN COMMUNICATION 
AND HOW TO AVOID THEM
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Several other studies have found that contrary to what 

lawyers think, clients actually care more about the 

process than the result. “By far the most significant 

cause of professional negligence claims was not 

dissatisfaction with outcome but instead related to the 

handling of the client relationship; the most frequent 

problems were failure to listen to the client, failure to 

ask appropriate questions, and failure to explain 

relevant aspects of the matter.” Cunningham wrote.14

Let’s explore what attentive attorney-client 

communication looks like today. Then we’ll discuss 

what to do when you break a communication promise 

to a client and how to improve your follow-through.

SETTING ROBUST CLIENT 
COMMUNICATION STANDARDS

At a minimum, clients expect prompt communication about 

developments in their case. Hopefully, you’ve already 

established ingrained practices of sharing progress updates 

with clients by phone or email, taking ABA guidelines into 

account when using electronic communications.15

Along with case updates, most clients also need some 

guidance to understand relevant legal terms and 

processes. A study in Texas, for instance, found that 

although 55 percent of people surveyed felt they were 

very or somewhat familiar with the Texas court system, the 

majority were unable to correctly answer true or false 

questions related to basic judicial concepts.16 Explaining 

legal processes once might not be sufficient, so don’t be 

afraid to reiterate technical concepts and processes in 

multiple interactions with clients.

According to the Handbook of Justice Research in Law, the 

most common complaint about lawyers is that they don’t 

respond to phone calls and letters.17 Avoid official 

complaints and possible sanction by providing prompt 

responses to queries and complaints. Set expectations 

about frequency of communication and the standard 

response time clients can expect—and then

follow through.

Lastly, don’t overlook billing as an area of 

communication where clients seek greater 

transparency. As Todd Scott wrote for ABA's GPSolo 

eReport, you can’t go wrong with highly detailed bills.18

Letting clients know exactly what they’re being charged 

for reduces the likelihood of contested bills. “Even if 

you’ve handled tasks for which you have no intention of 

charging the client, let the client know about the work, 

how much time you spent on the task, and the fact they 

are getting the service for no charge,” Scott wrote. 

HOW TO HACK YOUR HABITS TO 
IMPROVE FOLLOW-THROUGH 

If step one is telling clients early and often what you 

plan to do for them and how, then step two is actually 

doing what you’ve pledged. Without this 

follow-through, your client relationship is doomed 

because you’ve proven yourself unreliable.

“Uncertainty breeds anxiety, and in attorney-client 

relationships, trust is key,” wrote Diana Stepleton for 

Attorney at Work. “Keeping your client informed and 

then following through on those promises builds that 

trust and eases your client’s stress.”19

You may have every intention of following through on 

promises to clients, but when it comes time to act, 

procrastination gets the best of you or busy work derails 

your plans. If you’ve broken a promise to a client or failed 

to communicate promptly and thoroughly, you’ll need to 

take steps to remedy the situation and reestablish trust.

As Henna Inam wrote for Forbes, rebuilding trust requires 

that you first acknowledge the loss of trust and state your 

intention of rebuilding it.20 Take accountability for your 

behavior, and be honest and transparent about how you 

let down your end of the communications bargain. 

Listen to the client’s perspective and discuss the actions 

and behaviors needed to reestablish trust. This might be 

renewing your commitment to check in on a weekly 

basis with case updates, or it might be identifying a 

different channel—like email instead of phone calls—that 

will help you meet your communication obligations. 

Finally, let your client know the best way to give you 

feedback and hold you accountable going forward.

If you frequently find yourself trying to rectify client 

communication mistakes, you might need to evaluate 

your communication habits and processes to improve 

your follow-through.

 

Research into habit formation has revealed that using 

environmental cues as triggers can help make 

desirable behaviors more automatic. The first step is 

recognizing your “habit loops,” as expert Charles 

Duhigg describes them.21 The basic habit loop 

consists of some sort of cue or trigger, a routine, and 

a reward. 

For example, maybe every afternoon, in the post-lunch 

lull, you spend half an hour surfing the web to take a 

mental break. In this case, the cue is finishing lunch, the 

routine is surfing the web, and the reward is distraction 

and mindless entertainment. 

Duhigg says you can replace unproductive habits with 

better ones—like daily client communication—by picking 

a cue, assigning a more productive routine to it, and 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23

Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.



DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 
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tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23

Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.
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DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23
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Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.

THINK BEFORE YOU SPEAK
Take time to plan your responses in court and in 

client meetings to avoid blurting out a rude or 

aggressive comment.

FOCUS ON IDENTIFYING SOLUTIONS
Stay in problem-solving mode to keep the 

conversation—and the case—moving forward.

DEFUSE TENSION WITH HUMOR
Self-effacing jokes are always a safe bet, as they let 

clients know you don’t take yourself too seriously.

USE “I” STATEMENTS
Describe the problem in terms of what 

you’re experiencing or feeling to avoid 

accusatory language that places blame.

GIVE YOURSELF A TIME-OUT
If you’re fuming about something opposing 

counsel or a client has done or said, wait 

until you’ve cooled off to respond.

PRACTICAL TIPS TO KEEP YOUR TEMPER IN CHECK, INSPIRED BY THESE FROM THE MAYO CLINIC:25



DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23
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Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.
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DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23
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Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.

contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.
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DEVELOPING BAD BILLING HABITS

When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 

Even seasoned attorneys occasionally fall into 

communication traps that can damage client 

relationships and harm your reputation over time.

Let’s look at some common communication mistakes 

lawyers make and tips for avoiding them.

MAKING OFF-THE-CUFF PREDICTIONS

Guessing at verdicts, financial settlement amounts, and 

other case outcomes is a dangerous game and a quick 

path to client dissatisfaction. A 2010 psychological study 

illustrates one reason why: it found that lawyers have a 

tendency toward overconfidence. According to the 

study’s authors, “Lawyers frequently made substantial 

judgmental errors, showing a proclivity to overoptimism.”22

The study’s subjects were asked to gauge the 

probability of achieving their desired case goals, and 

researchers found overconfident attorneys were more 

likely to fall short of their predictions. More experienced 

attorneys weren’t any better at predicting case 

outcomes than less experienced ones.

The study’s authors suggest these tips to protect 

against overconfidence:

Resist the urge to make predictions, and instead, simply 

let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.

SACRIFICING CIVILITY

Communication breaks down when manners go out the 

window—whether it’s between you and your client or you 

and opposing counsel. A 2011 study found that the most 

frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23

Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.
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contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 

monthly live CLE webinars, a catalog of on-demand 

webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.
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When it comes to your bottom line, one of the 

most important communications you provide to 

clients is your bill. Sloppy billing habits can 

seriously hinder your cash flow and open you up 

to contested invoices.

To start with, avoid using vague language to 

describe the work you’ve done. Phrases like 

“document review” and “legal research” don’t clearly 

tell clients what they’re paying for. “Every task 

description should identify the activity 

with sufficient detail to assess its 

necessity and relevance to the 

project,” wrote Sally Kane for The 

Balance. “Along with a detailed 

description of the task, each time 

entry should include the date the 

task was performed, the timekeeper 

who performed it, the time spent 

performing the task, and the total fee.”26

Are your bills packed with legal terminology and 

industry parlance? Even if you’ve previously explained 

the language to clients, they may forget by the time the 

bill arrives. Write in plain language that the average 

reader can understand. Your bills should be as 

easy-to-read as they are thorough.

Billing for work the client isn’t aware of or hasn’t yet 

seen can lead to disgruntled clients. As attorney Gayle 

Klein told Law360, clients don’t respond well to 

surprises in their bills. These can indicate 

misunderstandings over the scope of work and 

can reflect poorly on the firm for not having 

a better grasp of what the client wanted, 

Klein said.27

Inconsistent timing and frequency in 

billing reduce the chances your bills 

will be paid. When clients receive a 

bill for work you completed months 

before, they’re less likely to remember 

the details of service—and more likely to 
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outcomes than less experienced ones.
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against overconfidence:
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let clients know that you feel comfortable with the 

direction of their case based on the facts available to you.
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Communication breaks down when manners go out the 
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frequent targets of uncivil behavior from attorneys were 

opposing counsel and judges, but even attorneys’ own 

clients were sometimes on the receiving end.23
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Uncivil behaviors cited in the study included rudeness, 

defiance, accusations of bias, threats, vulgarity, racism, 

and sexism.

Lawyers themselves recognize the consequences of 

bad behavior: a 2014 study out of Illinois found that the 

vast majority of attorneys surveyed agreed that uncivil or 

unprofessional behavior makes it more difficult to resolve 

a matter, makes the practice of law less satisfying, and 

harms public confidence in the judicial system.24

The rule of law depends on our social compact to 

observe certain processes, frameworks, and neutral 

methods to resolve conflicts without brute force, and 

civility is the glue that holds this compact together. 

Keep a productive, problem-solving mindset, and 

choose your words carefully to convey respect for the 

legal process and all participants.

LOSING CONTROL OF
THE NARRATIVE

One potentially unforeseen consequence of failing to 

respond to client inquiries is losing control of the 

narrative. This can land you in a precarious position 

down the road if a client airs a grievance about your 

handling of their case. Since you have a fiduciary duty 

to your client, it follows that you also have a duty to 

keep the record straight.

If a client claims that you promised to perform certain 

services for a particular amount or within a certain length 

of time, it’s your responsibility to correct any mistaken 

impressions they might have. If you fail to respond, you’re 

leaving yourself vulnerable and without a paper trail.
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contest the bill. Track your time diligently and send bills 

out at the same time each month to avoid surprises and 

increase your collection rate.

No one can be an ideal communicator all the time, with 

every client, but watching out for common mistakes like 

these can help you become more attuned to your own 

communication traps and weak spots.

Practice these success tactics to gradually build your 

communication acumen over time. You may soon find 

these best practices become second nature.�

CONCLUSION

The attorney-client relationship depends on a steady 

flow of information, delivered with context, perspective, 

and sometimes delicacy. By strengthening your 

communication skills, you position yourself to 

outperform your peers by providing best-in-class client 

service. And you’ll build a reputation as an attorney who 

not only has a strong case outcome record, but also 

has lasting relationships with clients who’ve been 

helped by your work—and more new client referrals.

To learn more legal best practices along with practical 

tips for running your firm, explore our classroom for 
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webinar recordings, and a community forum where you 

can learn from your peers.
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